
Overall ratings
ENTERPRISE. Quantum’s
overall average of 6.55
outpaced tough competi-
tors in IBM (6.37) and 
Oracle Corp. (6.34). IBM
was particularly tena-
cious, finishing second 
in three categories and
third in the other two. 
Oracle rode one second-
place finish and consis-
tently strong scores to
its third-place finish.

In winning, Quantum showed particular strength in the initial product
quality and technical support categories. It won the other categories
with smaller but still convincing margins. Coming in second this time,
IBM maintained its record of always finishing in the top three since the 
inception of the enterprise tape library Quality Award surveys.

MIDRANGE. Quantum
bested an even larger
field of competitors in 
the midrange group and
won by an even larger
margin—6.86 to 6.52—
over IBM. As it did in the
enterprise group, IBM 
displayed remarkable
consistency, adding this
second-place finish to
its four seconds and one
third in previous surveys.
Oracle placed third with a
6.42 that just trailed IBM.
But Quantum’s mastery of the midrange was clear, with across-the-board
category wins in the five rating categories and the only above-7.00 cate-
gory ratings for product features (7.06) and initial product quality (7.03). In
a near replay of the enterprise contest, IBM came in second in four of the
five categories, ceding the second spot to Oracle for initial product quality.
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